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Third Semester B.Sc. Degree Examinalion, December 2017
Career Related First Degree Programme Under CBCSS

PHYSICS AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
Core Course

PC 1341 : Electrodynamics
(2014 Admission Onwards)

^ Time:3Hours Max. Marks : 80

SECTION _ A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences each. Each queslion carries 1 mark.

1. WIite down Maxwell's equations in matter.

2. Give the relation between D, E and P.

3. Write down the differential form of Gauss' law.

4. What is the relation between electric lield and electric potential ?

5. Write down the boundary conditions for the electrostatic field.

6. Whal is an ideal voltage source ?

7. State Maximum power transler theorem.

8. Give the vector Iorm of Coulomb's law.

L Def ine the dipole moment and give its unit.

10. Write down the expression lor the magnetic vector H. (10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any I questions. Each carries 2 marks.

11. What js magnetic vector potential ?

12. State and explain Ampere's circuitaltheorem.
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13. Oblain ihe equation ol continuiiy.

14. State and explain Nonon's theorem.
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15. Explain resonance in a series LCR circuit.

16. Explain the physical significance of Gauss' law in magnetism.

17. What is motional emf ?

18. Dillerentiate between polar and non-polar dielectrics.

19. Explain the momenlum ol electromagnelic waves.

20. Explain the term quality factor.

2.1. Explain the circuit of Maxwell's bridge.

22. What is Maxwell's co((ection to Ampe(e's (aw ? (8x2='16 Marks)

SECTION _ C

Answer any 6 queslions. Each carries 4 marks.

23. Find the expression for the magnetrc field at a point due to a straight current
carryrng conduclrng wrre.

24. A proton ol kinetic energy 5.3 M eV enters a magnetic fie,d of strength 1.2 x 1O'27
perpendicularly. Find the Lorentz lo/ce on the proton. Take the mass ot the
proton to be 1.67 x 10-27 kg.

25. The magnetic flux through a coil of resistance 5 Ohms varies as <p = 3t2 + t + 5
Weber. Find the induced current in the coil at time t = 3s.

26. Does the lield F = 3xi + 3y! ropresent an electrostatic field ?

27. Find the electric lield due to a uniformly charged sphere at points outside and
inside the sphere.

28. Find the magnetic ,ield on the axis of a long solenoid of 500 turns per metre and

carryingacurrent2A.
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29. Find the polarization P in a dielectric material of dielectric constant 2.81or which
' E=3 x 10-7V/m.

30. A coil of area 2.5 x 1 0{ m2 has 250 turns and carries a currenl 100 x 10-6 A.
Find the dipole moment.

31 . Derive Laplace's equalion in electrostatics. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any 2 questions. Each carries 15 marks.

^ 32. Obtain the expressions for electric field and electric potential due to an electric
dipole.

33. Describe the surface and volume bound currents in a magnetic material and
obtain the relation between M, H and B.

34. Obtain Maxwell's equations in vacuum. Explain how Maxwell's equations lead to
the prediction of electromagnetic waves.

35. Explain the parallel LCB circuit and explain its use as a rejector circuit.
(2x15=30 Marks)
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